On February 10th, 2020, West Easton Council voted to proceed in seeking a Recycling Grant that will be used to obtain a new $47,160 Leaf Vacuum.

If successful in obtaining the grant, the leaf vacuum will replace the 20+ y/o vacuum now being used by the borough.

The recycling grant will pay for 90 percent of the cost of the leaf vacuum.

10 percent of the cost will be paid for by the borough.

The cost to West Easton would be $4,716.

The announcement of the grant determination isn’t expected until late 2020. The image and specs of the unit:
Feb. 3, 2020

West Easton Twp
237 7th street
West Easton PA 18042
ATTN Ron Nixon

Subject: XtremeVac 10 yard leaf collector

Model XV8031D
- Quality tab and slot construction technique used throughout the manufacturing process
- Quality nylon nuts & bolts and stainless steel rivets used throughout
- Side inlet suction housing is constructed out of 11 gauge steel
- Replaceable 11 gauge steel lines inside the blower housing
- 20” diameter suction impeller with six 3/8” thick T-1 steel blades
- Impeller supported by a 1.5” dia. Shaft and two 1.5” dia., 4 bolt roller flange bearings
- Belt driven suction impeller with manual disengagement
- Suction hose: 12” dia. X 120 inch’ long stored toward the front of the unit
- Manual hose boom constructed of 1.5” square x 1/8” thick steel tubing
- Kubota liquid cooled 3 cylinder diesel engine 24 hp final tier 4
- Dry element air cleaner; pressurized radiator with screen and 12-volt battery
- 12 gallon poly fuel tank located on the trailer deck
- Engine controls; tach, Hr meter, oil light, water temp light and charging light
- 10 cubic yard self dumping hopper with dual side hinged doors
- Top of the hopper is equipped with replaceable exhaust screens
- Rear doors are side hinged for easy access into hopper
- Electric/Hydraulic pump powers the twin cylinder hoist that lifts 24,000 lbs.
- Trailer mainframe is constructed from 2” x 6” structural tubing
- Tandem rubber Torflex axles rated for 12,000 lbs. support trailer
- ST225-75-R15 radial tires mounted on white spoke wheels
- Electric brakes on all wheels with a breakaway actuator
- Bolt on trailer tongue that is 4” x 5” tubing
- H. D. height adjustable pintle eye with three quick release pins requiring no tools
- Manual 2000# parking jack with drop footpad
- DOT trailer lights and turn signals LED style
- All Components pre-painted– main unit: White
- Passenger side pick up

Options INCLUDED
Hydraulic boom up/down in lieu of manual boom
Air scoop to redirect air towards side of unit
11 gauge perforated top screen
Remote electric clutch

PA STATE CONTRACT - COSTARS 025-019

TOTAL $ 47,160.00
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